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The BIG Data problem

▪ “The information age is drowning us with an unprecedented deluge of data”1

▪ Amplified in Social Media Platforms - anyone can be a content creator!
▪ 83% of TikTok’s 1 billion monthly users have published a video2

▪ 100,000 new songs on Spotify daily
▪ Simple search capabilities not enough!

July 4th, 2023 3
[1] Neuroscientist Daniel J. Levitin
[2] “Tiktok statistics - everything you need to know [Mar 2023 update],” Mar 2023. [Online]. Available: https://wallaroomedia.com/ blog/social-media/tiktok-statistics/
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Social Recommender Systems

▪ Recommendations for social network users based on personalised needs
▪ Inferred through unique implicit and explicit interactions in the network
▪ Symbiotic relationship with network
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Popular Example: TikTok’s “For You” Page
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Erosion in public trust in Centralised platforms

▪ Conventional Social Recommender systems run on Centralised social platforms
▪ Facebook/Meta, TikTok, Twitter, etc.
▪ The last decade has witnessed a fall in public trust in these platforms
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Intentional Violations of Trust
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Unintentional Violations of Trust
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Rise of Decentralised Technologies and Web3

▪ Direct interactions between users without third-party intermediation
▪ Web3 platforms promise trusted alternatives to profit-driven institutions
▪ Leverage communal infrastructure and participant resources
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First Major Challenge - Web3 Social Recommender System: 
Lack of a Global Perspective
▪ In any single node, difficult to have holistic view of the rest of the network
▪ Require more design, planning, and management
▪ Lack of any leader 
▪ No decentralized police or bug fix authority
▪ No room for ad-hoc decisions, everything needs to be decided upfront
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Second Major Challenge - Web3 Social Recommender System: 
Sybil Attack (1)
▪ No central authority to perform identity verification or monitoring
▪ Pseudonymity/Anonymity is a feature of many Web3 Platforms
▪ Attackers can effortlessly create potentially unlimited fake identities (Sybils)

11
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▪ In a Social Recommender System, a user’s prior experience is a vote for item
▪ Thus, attacks allow manipulation of a naive Social Recommender System
▪ Ensure that recommender recommends their sybil items
▪ Leads to Spam/Malicious content
▪ Places a burden on the network’s resources

12

Second Major Challenge - Web3 Social Recommender System: 
Sybil Attack (2)
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Problem Description
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Generating decentralised, globally-informed social recommendations for 
Web3 platforms that are tolerant to adversarial Sybil attacks
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Hypothesis
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Generating decentralised, globally-informed social recommendations for 
Web3 platforms that are tolerant to adversarial Sybil attacks

A decentralised implementation of a random walk based Social 
Recommender System with Sybil resistance added to recommendations
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Validation

15

Generating decentralised, globally-informed social recommendations for 
Web3 platforms that are tolerant to adversarial Sybil attacks

A decentralised implementation of a random walk based Social 
Recommender System with Sybil resistance added to recommendations

Validate relevance and sybil tolerance of recommendations through 
experiments on real world data
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Deployment as Proof of Principle

16

Generating decentralised, globally-informed social recommendations for 
Web3 platforms that are tolerant to adversarial Sybil attacks

A decentralised implementation of a random walk based Social 
Recommender System with Sybil resistance added to recommendations

Validate relevance and sybil tolerance of recommendations through 
experiments on real world data

Deploy solution by integrating it with an existing Web3 Platform
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Web3Recommend Solution Overview

▪ Sybil-tolerant Decentralised Social Recommender System
▪ Acts on recent interactions in network
▪ Real time recommendations with tight resource bound
▪ Functionality tested with Unit/Integration tests in JUnit
▪ Proof of principle: MusicDAO Deployment
▪ All code, experiments and tests are open-source

17
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Background: GraphJet

▪ Graph-based system for generating real-time tweet recommendations on 
Twitter1

▪ Single server implementation
▪ Maintains and updates bipartite graph by keeping track of user-tweet 

interactions over the most recent n hours
▪ Based on a personalized SALSA algorithm, which involves random walks in 

a bi-partite graph of users and tweets

18

[1] Sharma, Aneesh, et al. "GraphJet: Real-time content recommendations at Twitter." Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment 9.13 (2016): 
1281-1292.
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Background: MeritRank

▪ In the context of open, permissionless systems, complete elimination of Sybil 
Attacks is not possible1

▪ Further, emulating Sybil resistant properties of closed systems undermines 
privacy and other desirable properties of decentralized solutions

▪ Instead, MeritRank provides guidelines for Sybil tolerance in feedback 
aggregation through random walk decays

35

[1] Nasrulin, Bulat, Georgy Ishmaev, and Johan Pouwelse. "Meritrank: Sybil tolerant reputation for merit-based tokenomics." 2022 4th 
Conference on Blockchain Research & Applications for Innovative Networks and Services (BRAINS). IEEE, 2022.
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Background: MeritRank Sybil Attack Strategies in Random Walks

36

Serial Attack

Parallel/Cyclic Attack
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Background: MeritRank Decays

1. Transitivity α decay
Limits random walks length 

2. Connectivity β decay
Introduces punishment for a node for being in a separate component/island

3. Epoch γ decay
Prevent exploitation of old trust edges

37
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Web3Recommend Architectural Components
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▪ Central data Structure: TrustNetwork
▪ Time-biased edge gossiping mechanism
▪ Modified Personalized SALSA for recommendations
▪ Modified Personalized PageRank for global user trust estimation
▪ Compact Serialization Techniques
▪ Bootstrap mechanisms
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TrustNetwork
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Implemented using a combination of two data structures:
1. User To User Network

Weighted directed acyclic graph of all user 
Edges represent trust relationships

2. User To Item Network
Weighted undirected acyclic bi-partite graph of users & items
Edges represent affinity relationships
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Recommendation Algorithm
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Four modifications on the GraphJet Personalized SALSA algorithm:
1. Weighted Random Walks
2. Incremental Random Walks1

3. MeritRank Decays to limit influence of Sybil Attacks
4. “Trusted” SALSA Random Walks

[1] B. Bahmani, A. Chowdhury, and A. Goel, “Fast incremental and personalized pagerank,” arXiv preprint arXiv:1006.2880, 2010
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Beta Decay Calculation
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▪ Measure the diversity of users voting for an item
▪ Punish items whose random walks always include the same users
▪ Punishment for item i, is beta item decay b[i]:

Where div(u,i) is a measure of “sybilness” of user u on item i:
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Personalized Ranking Score Calculation
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The score s[i] for item i is calculated as:

Items are then ranked by their score and presented as recommendations
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Bootstrap Mechanisms
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1. Circle of trust
Start random walks from “seed set” instead of the source node

2. New User
Improved User Collaborative Filtering based on [1]

[1] B. Zhang and B. Yuan, “Improved collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm of similarity measure,” in AIP Conference 
Proceedings
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Compact Serialization
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▪ Optimisation for devices with limited resources
▪ Based on the format used in the 2nd DIMACS challenge
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Experimental Setup
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▪ To evaluate Web3Recommend, a network of non-Sybil users was needed
▪ Dataset from the taste profile subset of the Million Song Dataset was chosen
▪ Sourced from The Echo Nest, an online resource that provides music applications 

on the web, smartphones, etc
▪ Provides us with real world users, songs and user-song-playcount triplets
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▪  

Leave out one 
Cross Validation

▪  

Results

 Leave out one experiment 
with α = 0.1 and β = 0.0
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▪  

Leave out one Cross 
Validation :
Comparison to 
Personalized SALSA

▪  

Results
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Top 100 Recommendations

Top 1000 Recommendations Top 10000 Recommendations
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▪  

Effect on Ranking 
(RBO1) of Increasing 
Decays

▪  

Results
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RBO vs increasing Beta Decay

RBO vs increasing Alpha Decay

[1] W. Webber, A. Moffat, and J. Zobel, “A similarity measure for indefinite rankings,” ACM Transactions on Information Systems (TOIS), 
vol. 28, no. 4, pp. 1–38, 2010.
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▪  

Single Sybil Attack:
Serial Attack
Increasing Alpha 
Decay

▪  

Results
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β = 0.0

β = 0.0
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▪  

Single Sybil Attack:
Parallel/Cycle Attack
Increasing Beta 
Decay

▪  

Results
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α = 0.1
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▪  

Giga Sybil Attack

▪  

Results
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Attack Edges: 50% of the network
Score gained by Sybils vs 

Alpha Decay (β = 0.0)
Score gained by Sybils vs 

Beta Decay (α = 0.1)

SITR(100) vs Alpha Decay 
(β = 0.0)

SITR(100) vs Beta Decay 
(α = 0.1)
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Future Work/Limitations

53

▪ Notion of Trust is limited to “Sybil resistance”, explore other trust mechanisms
▪ Makes assumptions which might not suffice in real world scenarios (privacy 

guarantees, spoofing protection, timestamp synchronization)
▪ Evaluate performance and usability in other (non-music) scenarios
▪ Increasing quality of generated recommendations by feeding the output from our 

random walks as input to Machine Learning models
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Bootstrap Mechanisms
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1. Circle of trust
Start random walks from “seed set” instead of the source node

2. New User
Improved User Collaborative Filtering based on [1] where:

Where Nsim is the traditional measure of similarity based on pearson correlation 
coefficient and Dsim is a measure of similarity calculated using the rating 
difference of users on their common items
More fine-tuned similarity metric than coarsely comparing items both users have 
interacted with


